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FACTS & FIGURES FROM OUR 2016 
AFFILIATE MARKETING SURVEY 
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While there are an unlimited number of brands that affiliates can work with, there’s a 
limited amount of time that affiliates have to actually promote them – not to mention 
limited space on their site. 

To compel high-quality content affiliates to choose your brand and promote it with gusto, 
they need to be properly supported, compensated fairly and feel valued. 

Acceleration Partners conducted a survey of affiliates* to get a pulse on the latest 
affiliate marketing trends and gain insights into how merchants can best support their 
publishers.  

Key Findings from Our Survey:

•  68% of affiliates promote eight brands or fewer

• A “Join Bonus” is more of an incentive than a “First Sale Bonus”

•  “Liking the brand” is the top reason why affiliates promote a brand

• 45.5% post new content weekly

* Acceleration Partners surveyed 10,400 affiliates who had delivered at least one click between Q1 2015-Q1 2016,  

of which 349 submitted responses.

INTRODUCTION
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Q1

Q2

How would you rate your experience as an affiliate publisher?

27.8% rated their experience as an affiliate publisher as “Intermediate” and 16.2% rated 
their experience as “Affiliate Novice.” Only 2.32% rated their experience as “Expert.”

How would you categorize your site?

84.6% of affiliates reported that their site is a content-focused blog.
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Q3
How many brands are you actively promoting through affiliate 
marketing? 

44% report that they actively promote 1-4 brands through affiliate marketing and 
24.7% report that they promote 5-8. The evidence that 68% of affiliates promote eight 
brands or fewer supports why it’s so important to establish strong relationships with 
affiliates and provide them with unique content and exclusive promotions. This includes: 

• Content that will be interesting to their readers, such as information on a new 
product or collaboration, detailed product info, a sneak-peak on an upcoming 
launch, or blog content written either directly from the brand or provided 
exclusively for them.  

• Offers and promotions that only they (the content affiliate) have the ability to share 
with their readers. These are offers that cannot be found elsewhere on your site, 
social media pages, etc. and include unique affiliate-only discounts and private sales.
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Q4
What is most important to you when you promote a brand? 

64.5% of the affiliate respondents reported that the most important factor in promoting 
a brand is “Liking the Brand” followed by “Earning Potential.”

Given that the survey respondents were predominantly content bloggers, it’s likely that 
the majority reported “Liking the Brand” as a key factor because they want to speak 
from a place of authenticity and experience with the brand.  The voice and message of 
their blog is critical to them and therefore they are only looking to promote brands they 
feel confident supporting and can really stand behind.

A takeaway is that it’s important to help affiliates familiarize themselves with your brand. 
Give them an opportunity to try your product/service for free so that they can write 
about it first-hand.  In addition, another effective strategy is to reach out to your existing 
customer base and encourage them to join your affiliate program.  
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Q5
What is the most important metric you consider for earning 
potential? 

45.4% responded that “Commission Rate” is the most important metric when 
considering earning potential followed by “Earnings per Click” (15.4%) and “Cookie 
Length” (7.6%). Cookie Length might not have major impact on program performance, 
however it has a higher perceived value among affiliates. 

Creating unique, brand-aligned content takes time – a lot of time, actually. Quality 
content affiliates expect to be compensated fairly and adequately for their time as well as 
their reach. After all, it’s taken them years to build up their following.  

For content affiliates, compensation means paying them a commission on sales or 
leads that come from their site, a flat fee, or a combination of both. It’s important to 
set commission structures that will reward affiliates based on the type of promotion, 
their relevance to your brand, and their potential reach.  When determining an overall 
compensation package for content affiliates consider offering them the following:

• Join Incentives. When an affiliate joins your program, it’s a good idea to offer 
them a special discount to your site or one-time offer so that they can become 
more familiar with your brand.

• Contests/giveaways. A great way to activate and engage content affiliates is to 
partner with them to host fun contests and giveaways.

• Reviews. Reviews drive brand awareness and top of funnel traffic which can 
 result in new customers and incremental sales to your site. Plus, affiliates love  
the VIP treatment.
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Q6
If you receive an invitation to join an affiliate program, what is 
most likely to get you to join?

66.4% responded that their “Interest in the brand, regardless of any incentives or 
bonuses being offered” is most likely to get them to join a program. This is followed by  
“a join bonus” (23.2%). What’s interesting is that the affiliates rated a “first sale bonus” 
as the least compelling reason for joining a program. 

This is an important insight for merchants because brands often want to err on the side 
of caution and wait until an affiliate has generated a sale before giving them a bonus. 
However, this data supports that if they want content affiliates to join their program,  
a join bonus is important to offer.
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Q7
Where do you advertise your content?

90.7% of the respondents reported that they use their Blog to advertise their content, 
followed by Facebook (84.8%), Twitter (74.1%) and Pinterest (60.4%). This is evidence 
that it’s important to offer content to affiliates that caters to these different platforms 
(e.g. sample social posts).

Facebook in particular has become an important marketing channel. A recent United 
Parcel Service and comScore “Pulse of the Online Shopper” survey found that Facebook 
has the most consumer influence among social media, with 23% of consumers reporting 
that they follow retailers on that site and 11% saying their purchase decisions have been 
influenced by Facebook. 

Brands can leverage Facebook and other social channels by providing social-friendly 
creative (e.g. banners and images) as well as run affiliate exclusive promotions and 
contests via social channels.
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Q8
On average, how frequently do you post new content?

45.5% reported that they post new content weekly, followed by 34.2% who responded 
that they post new content daily. On average, responders said they post 2-3 times 
a week. The frequency supports why it’s so important to provide affiliates with fresh 
content and promotions each week that they can share with their readers and keep them 
engaged with your brand.
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Q9
How do you obtain the content you promote?

61.1% reported that the content they promote is obtained through their own research, 
followed by 20.8% who said the affiliate newsletters they receive is how they obtain their 
promotional content.

With so many affiliates conducting their own research, it’s essential to make your 
promotions easy for them to find, as well as ensure that your affiliate newsletters 
clearly explain:

•  What your promotion or offer is (e.g. 40% off)

•  Who it is for (e.g. New customers)

•  How long it’s running (e.g. 5/1 – 5/5)

•  What the promo code is (e.g. SPRING16)

•  And any terms and conditions (e.g. Cannot be used with any other special offer)
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Q10
What kind of affiliate content is most important to you?

71% of respondents reported that “Promotional Content” is the most important to them, 
followed by “Product Information” (52.2%) and “Tracking Links” (49.3%).

Affiliates are looking to make money and monetize their content.  Promotional content 
(e.g. 35% off X product with code SPRING16) is the most likely to convert their readers 
and ultimately allow the affiliate to earn more commissions.  

Promotional content also gives affiliates relevant and timely content to post and is a 
great way to remind their readers about your brand.
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Q11
When is the best time of week to send you an affiliate 
newsletter?

53.2% reported that the “Start of the Week” is the best time for them to receive affiliate 
newsletters, followed by “Middle of the Week” at 22.7%. The takeaway is to test things 
like open rates and sales to see if promotions get better traction among affiliates when 
they are sent earlier in the week.
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Q12
What is your preferred banner size?

47.4% of respondents reported that their preferred banner size is “300x250,” followed 
by “125x125.” They also reported that it’s helpful to post the size of the banners in the 
newsletter – not just the banner image.
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Acceleration Partners is an award-winning digital marketing firm 
focused on online customer acquisition for growing consumer 
and e-commerce companies. A leader in affiliate marketing, 
organic search, and paid marketing, we work with clients to design 
strategies and implement programs that deliver sustainable 
growth through transparent, high-value tactics. Our focus on 
digital marketing strategies that are brand-aligned has led to a 
client roster that includes adidas, eBay, ModCloth, Reebok, The 
Honest Company, Target, Gymboree, Tiny Prints, Warby Parker 
and many other top consumer brands.

marketing@accelerationpartners.com 
www.accelerationpartners.com

WHAT’S NEXT

For more information about how to improve the performance of 
your affiliate marketing program, or to request a complimentary 
affiliate program evaluation, contact our Affiliate Marketing team.

mailto:marketing%40accelerationpartners.com?subject=
http://www.accelerationpartners.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acceleration-partners
https://twitter.com/accelerationpar
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Acceleration-Partners/20397434839
http://www.accelerationpartners.com/contact/

